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Abstract

In recent years, many researchers have focused on the cognitive aspects and mental structures of the managers to
identify the strategies. They claim that in order to become familiar with how strategies are formulated and
developed, they should evaluate the mind of the strategists and somehow decode the black box. Therefore, the
present study aimed to understand the managers’ strategic thinking process and to investigate the similarities in
their thinking processes. Semi-structured interviews were conducted based on Zaltman metaphor elicitation
technique (ZMET) interviews process. Interviews were conducted with 18 managers from two dairy industry
companies. The data were analyzed based on emerging approach to grounded theory. The results of this study
demonstrated that the managers of a company are using a shared mental model during strategic thinking. This
similarity in their thinking process can be considered to be due to their communications and collaborative work
experience. In addition, comparing the common mental model in the two companies, no significant similarity was
found in their thinking process. But, there are some similarities between the mental structures of the managers of
the two companies.
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1. Introduction
Despite having good plans, many of the excellent
corporate strategies are failing. If the mental
models of managers as their source of thinking
contradict these plans, they will not bring about
successful outcomes. Managers can increase the
likelihood of successful strategies by shaping their
minds and exploring and developing their mental
imagery (1). For Argyris and Schon (2), this results
from difference between theoretical theory (what
the managers say they believe in) and the practical
theory (the belief that is the basis of their actions).
They argue that the effective leaders use the
combination of these two theories (3).
Having a proper understanding of how the
organization reacts to its environment is dependent
on understanding the mental model of key decision
1

makers who need to interpret and understand this
environment and ultimately make important
strategic choices. In fact, the mental model of key
decision makers shapes their perceptions and is
effective in identifying strategic issues as
opportunities and environmental threats. The
mental model also affects the diversity of strategies
and determines how the organization's dominant
logic affects growth, diversification and business
strategies (4).
All that managers see, do and decide about, is
influenced by the map of the surrounding world
they have in their mind. In some ways, this map or
mental model of individuals is unique and they have
been formed through their experiences and
interactions. Since the leaders or managers of the
organization have not seen or experienced all
aspects of the situation, their mental models are
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different. Also, as each person looks at events
through separate perceptual filters, there are
differences between what people perceive (5).
Despite the differences in the mental model of
individuals and the different thoughts and feelings
that we see on surface levels, there are usually more
common features at deeper levels. Part of the
common thoughts and feelings that exist among
humans are related to the common nervous and
biological structures among human beings, and the
other part is related to similar problems and
concerns they face despite different context (6).
Recently, many efforts by scientists interested in
strategic cognition are focused on developing and
evaluating cognitive mapping techniques in order
to understand the nature and importance of mental
representations of individuals about strategic
issues. Cognitive mapping techniques are methods
for evaluating the structure and content of mental
models. These models show how one combines
information of their surrounding environment in a
graphical form. A mental model is similar to a
roadmap that individuals use when they are about
to make a new decision. In this research, we are
looking for a subjective model or a common
network of abstract perceptions of managers who
think strategically. We also want to know how the
mental models of managers who operate in a
particular industry are similar to each other.
Achieving the mental model of the individuals at the
time of strategic thinking, helps us understand the
thinking process of the strategic thinkers.
2. Literature review
2.1 Mental models
Cognitive structure implies that all representations
are cognition or belief. However, the term mental
model is broader and includes representations such
as emotions, feelings, symbols, actions, goals,
personal values, images and memories (7).
The mental model is a representation or
simplification of the individual's understanding
that can be an image or a simple image in his mind
or, through a more closer understanding, a
conceptual or abstract pattern. Mental models
affect the perception of the world around the
individual and also the perception of existing issues.
These models are frameworks that control and
direct the decision-making process of individuals
(8). The mental model can be illustrated as an
abstract concept by cognitive mapping. In fact,
cognitive mapping provides an interpretation
based on the researcher’s perception of the mental
model of the person who uses that model. In other
words, we can capture, analyze or compare mental
models through cognitive mapping. Different
researches have imposed restrictions on this
concept by using different phrases. However, these
two terms, i.e. the cognitive mapping and the mental
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model, can be considered synonyms and the use of
them and the synergy that they create, can be a way
to increase the perception of organizational
learning (9). In addition, mental models have been
introduced as the main factor in learning
organizations (10). These models are formed over
time and based on managerial experiences and
include concepts, categories, and causal
relationships. Awareness of causal relationships
helps managers make better decisions by taking
into account the outcomes of their actions (11).
Argyris and Schon consider double-loop learning as
the re-examination of frameworks and values.
According to them, the change that may occur in the
mentality of managers can lead to changes in policy,
culture, priorities, and practices of the organization
(12).
2.2 Strategic thinking
The concerns of senior executives of organizations
are increasing in the face of dynamic and changing
environments. Detecting the change, following it,
and the unpredictability of the consequences of
change, have made the already-difficult-situation
even harder. (13). In order for organizations to be
successful and stable in such an environment and to
respond to the needs of their core customers, they
must create a vision for the future and have
superior and distinctive strategies than their rivals.
Having a competitive strategy requires strategic
thinking of the managers of the organization; a
thinking that is shaped by their mental models (14).
Managers can respond to strategic questions
through the mental models that are cognitive
foundations of strategic thinking by way of a
mechanism that this thinking provides to
understand strategic environments and identify
strategic insights. The purpose of strategic thinking
is to find answers to these questions faster and
better than competitors in order to create a clear
and stable distance with competitors (15).
Strategic thinking is creative, critical, and analytical
thinking. Simultaneously employing these different
modes of thinking is difficult as it is necessary to
delay the adoption of important decisions, and
when properly applied, the leaders of the
organization can correctly identify the relations and
patterns and use both powers of analysis and
intuition in decision making. (16). Strategic
thinkers possess good cognitive skills. By spending
a little time and effort, they are able to put various
information as pieces of a puzzle together and
deduce coherent information from it. These
thinkers carefully listen to the concepts,
perceptions, and arguments of their colleagues, and
then offer a proposal that is better than the
aggregation of their colleagues’ inputs (17).
Managers who are able to think strategically, assign
their cognitive activities to an issue or decision with

greater priority to identify and understand or the
issue needs to achieve the best possible results (18).
By reviewing the literature of strategic thinking,
there are many studies that have either focused on
identifying and measuring the cognitive processes
of strategic thinking or examined the content of it.
For example, Pisapia has introduced three
complementary cognitive processes which are
related to system thinking: system thinking,
reframing, and reflection (19). In addition to Pisapia,
many researchers took the concept of strategic
thinking and tried to make this concept transparent
and understandable by introducing the main
elements. For example, Liedtka considers this to be
a kind of thinking that includes five main elements:
a systems perspective, intently focused, thinking in
time,
Hypothesis-driven
and
Intelligent
Opportunism (20).
While there are instruments provided to assess
some of the dimensions of strategic thinking, such
as creative thinking (Torrance Test of Creative
Thinking) or critical thinking (Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal Scale), or a more
comprehensive tool, such as the Pisapia Strategic
Leadership Questionnaire that is specific to
strategic thinking (21), the existence of these tools
does not help us understand the processes and
content of strategic thinking, and only helps to
confirm or evaluate one or more of the skills that
managers of organizations need to have for this
thinking. Therefore, in order to understand how the
strategy is formed in the mind of a strategist, we
must understand how he created his mental models.
As Hough considers the methods of plotting mental
models as a good way to portray content and the
process of strategic thinking (22), we can draw on
these methods.
Formation of strategies by cognitive processes in
the subconscious Mental processes associated with
strategy formation, such as visual perception,
parallel processing of data, composition, and
intuition, may be deeply embedded in our semiconscious minds, i.e., most of our information may
be implicit and we may know more than what we
can say (23). In other words, at least 95% of all
knowledge is formed outside and only 5% of it
belongs to the conscious mind (24).
Strategic thinking, with a comprehensive look at the
internal and external environment aimed at guiding
actions, behaviors, decisions, and planning, is a
cognitive complexion process (25). This cognitive
process involves complex, subtle and unconscious
elements of human thought (26), and since most of
the cognizance occurs in the subconscious, we must
examine the subconscious mind in order to
understand the process of strategic thinking.
Many of the techniques used in art-therapy and
image-therapy are very effective in uncovering

subconscious thoughts (27). In addition, in various
disciplines, different methods have been developed
to examine subconscious ideas, including the
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) or Rorschach
inkblots test. These tests help psychologists
recognize the type of personality or emotional
performance of individuals (28). There are other
tests that use stimuli other than visual ones, such as
sentence completion or word association tests,
which use short answers rather than full image
description (29).
Another interesting method used to examine the
subconscious mind is the use of metaphor.
Metaphors guide people's attention, affect their
perceptions, enable them to make sense of what
they are confronted with and affect their decisions
and actions.
Metaphors give a much better understanding of the
cognitive processes and important thoughts than
verbal language. They are not stored in memory as
words but as a network of abstract conceptions that
form part of our mental imagery (30).
In this study, in order to extract the common
network of abstract perceptions of the managers
who think tragically, we use guided interviews
instead of structured interviews, such as the work
carried out by Zaltman in the his metaphor
elicitation technique (ZMET) for accessing mental
models and extracting deep insights, and
unconscious minds of consumers through image
and metaphor.
The ZMET technique uses visual techniques, one on
one in-depth interviews, and a wide range of
qualitative processing techniques such as
storytelling, sorting, comparing data with the Kelly
Grid Technique, and so on. The results obtained
from this method are much more reliable than
structured interviews (31). The mental model
derived from this methodology is a set of
interdependent thoughts that are created by the
influence of neural fibers and used to process
information about an abstract fact and to respond
to it. According to Zaltman, the consensus map is a
mental model used by different individuals in the
same way or jointly exists between a group of
individuals (32).
2.3 Strategic thinking modes
By reviewing the theoretical foundations of
strategic thinking, we find different modes or tools
that help managers to think strategically, including
making scenarios or planning based on a scenario,
storytelling or narrative thinking, metaphors, and
dichotomies of strategic thinking.
Typically, the dichotomies of strategic thinking-- by
identifying two factors-- form a two-by-two matrix
and four different scenarios are examined by them
(33).
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In this study, we used the matrix provided by Igor
Ansoff. Ansoff examines the company's future
strategies, taking into account the two factors of
market and product.
As shown in Figure 1, in on the axis of the matrix, it
is the market that divides the company's strategy
into existing markets or presence in new markets,
and the other axis of the matrix is product: one
strategy is the continuation of the current product
and the other one is the introduction of a new
product. Four strategies are identified with these
two market and product factors, each of these four
strategies identifying an answer to the set of
internal and external conditions, helping the
decision makers to make a better decision by closer
evaluation of them. These four strategies are (34):
•
Market penetration: in this strategy, the
company tries to offer the current product to the
current segment, thus increase its current market
share.
•
Market development: With this strategy, the
company offers the current product to new markets,
i.e., in addition to developing its market, it
maintains the previous product.
•
Product development: The main product is
development strategy, i.e., it offers the new product
to the previous market segment.
•
Diversification: it is a risky strategy in which a
new product is introduced to a new segment of the
market.

Figure 1. the market matrix- Ansoff product

The role of mental models in strategic thinking
Managers have a limited ability to process large
amounts of information, and in order to make
strategic decisions in obscure and complex
environments, they must develop their mental
models; because the mental models of managers are
their strategic thinking, and if they want to think
about the future strategy of the organization, they
use the simple mental models that are
simplification of complicated realities.
Environmental changes provide incentives for
reforming existing strategies within the
organization in line with creating a sustainable
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competitive advantage. The way managers
understand these changes depends on their mental
models. Through strategic thinking, a wide range of
strategic choices are created and managers can
choose a strategy that will lead to the organization's
long-term success. Persons in charge of the
development of the organization's strategies must
be committed to thinking strategically. This
commitment helps to activate their mental models
based on past experiences and beliefs about
strategy (35).
Mental models play a key role in all stages of
strategic thinking, including goal formation,
evaluation and analysis of the environment,
strategy
formulation,
and
evaluation,
implementation and strategy control. In fact, all
organizational decisions that managers take are
processed through pre-formed mental models. In
the decision-making process, mental models
provide a framework for filtering and interpreting
new information, and also offer an appropriate
response to that information. Mental models
including accurate scientific inferences, help
decision makers to focus on the most important
environmental signs, effectively encrypt and
retrieve information and ultimately lead the
problem-solving process in the best manner.
Although having incomplete mental models is
better than not having it, but full mental models
help managers focus on relevant and significant
information and make better strategic decisions
(36).
2.4 Empirical research
In some researches, the consequences of an
inappropriate mental model have been investigated.
For example, in a research conducted by Menon and
Yu (2017), it has been shown that inappropriate
mental models can easily justify market outcomes
by logical reasoning and affect the way a competitor
company's learning. In addition, this learning
process does not provoke companies towards
having convergent choices. Finally, some situations
were identified where a company having less
precise subjective model outperformed the
companies with a much more precise mental model.
Another group of researchers believes that mental
models have not always been well-formed. In some
cases, there must be relationships between the
structures of a mental model that don’t exist and,
conversely, in some cases, there are relationships
between the structures of the mental model that
don’t really exist. Such mental models affect the
learners' perceptions of the effectiveness of their
choices (37).
In another research aimed at reducing the complex
structures of managers 'strategic beliefs into a
number of measurable variables, a quantitative
method was presented to measure managers'

viewpoint with one of the ten viewpoints identified
in this research. This research has shown that most
of the managers' strategic beliefs are different,
though there are not hundreds of different
dimensions, nor these dimensions are as few as two
or three dimensions. That is, when we look at the
strategist's mind, we should not expect to find a
complex structure of strategic beliefs, nor should
we expect a simple structure of strategic beliefs that
places all strategic thinking in one or two general
paradigms (38).
Some compared in pairs the mapping techniques in
the context of organizational strategy (39). Some
researchers have investigated the use of mapping
applications in different organizational contexts,
especially in organizational change (40) and
organizational learning (41).
Some researchers have studied the mental models
of managers at the industry level (42) or the mental
model of managers at different levels of an
organization (24). The results of Hodkinson and
Johnson's (1994) research show that there is a
significant diversification in the content and
structural complexity of the cognitive classification
of managers, whether within an organization or
among organizations within a particular sector of
the industry. In Malan's (2010) research indicates
that the successful strategic thinking requires a high
level of agreement between strategic groups and
among members of each strategy group. The results
of this research show that although strategic
thinking is conducted at all three levels of an
organization, employees of each organizational
level
collaborate
differently
in
strategy
development. At the highest organizational level,
the highest level of strategic thinking is needed and,
according to the organizational level, the level of
strategic thinking is also reduced.
In another study in which a framework has been
introduced for the cognitive analysis derived from
strategic thoughts, all the thoughts related to the
future of the organization were identified, and after
these thoughts were classified and prioritized, a
precise analysis was carried out on the mapping so
that objectives, issues of importance and choice
Which should be focused on in the future. The
results of this study showed that such a
methodology helps senior managers of the
organization create a common framework for
strategic thinking, also get acquainted with each
other's views and develop their mental models (32).
A research on phenomenology associated with the
experience of strategic thinking (33) has eventually
extracted implicit knowledge in the organization
through metaphors (21). From what has been said
and based on the investigations, there has been no
research on the implementation of the strategic
thinking process. In the present study, using the

Zaltman metaphor elicitation technique, we
address the implementation of mental models of
managers at the time of strategic thinking.
3. Methodology of research
The methodology of this research is based on
Saunders' research onion model (11) according to
the interpretive paradigm and is applicable in terms
of orientation. The research approach is inductive
and has a qualitative tone. This research is
descriptive in purpose and snowball sampling is
used as the method. It is a field research and its
strategy is grounded theory with Glaser's nascent
approach. The method of data collection was
conducted through deep and semi-structured
interviews and according to the instructions of
Zaltman’s metaphor elicitation technique; the
method of data analysis is qualitative coding.
In this research, the mental model of the managers
of two dairy industry firms was studied in the
process of strategic thinking. The dairy industry in
Iran, due to its demand, the role of the government
in pricing the primary substance of this industry,
the lack of a suitable alternative to dairy products,
and the important role that these products play in
the health of community members, is recognized as
a strategic industry and we are witnessing
competition in different classes of this industry. The
names of these two companies are not included in
this research as required by respective managers,
and instead of letters A and B are used.
A total of 18 usable interviews were conducted with
the managers of the two companies A and B (10
interviews with company A managers and 8
interviews with the managers of company B). The
duration of these 18 interviews was approximately
1020 minutes, with an average of approximately 56
minutes for each interview.
In Zaltman metaphor elicitation technique, before
conducting well-directed, deep and one-on-one
interviews, each participant is given explanations
about the topic of the interview and they are asked
to think about the topic before taking the interview
and bring the pictures to the interview session
which represent the meaning that this topic has for
them. The interview consists of 10 steps that each
step provides a new opportunity to extract new
concepts or ideas. The steps involved in this
technique are described in two papers by Zaltman
(1997) and Kolter and Zaltman (1995).
The validity and reliability techniques used in the
Zimmer technique, such as the Kelley grid
technique, have been well documented. Using the
ZMET technique, the ground for doing a valid
research is provided. Because the interviewees are
present in a long, personalized interview, and also
using triangulation across methods, or, in other
words, having various steps in the interview, the
J. Hum. Ins.
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interviewer is given different opportunities to
achieve new thoughts and concepts through each
step. In addition, the participant helps to confirm
the extracted concepts by reviewing their
comments on the interview process and completing
and further explaining them. Among the strategies
that can be used to document the validity of studies,
i.e. validation strategies, are triangulation across
methods and external audiences. For this purpose,
one of the experienced and knowledgeable
managers in the dairy industry market was asked to
evaluate the research results. After close
examination of the research findings, he confirmed
the results.
In order to assess the reliability of the research, an
agreement strategy between the two coders was
first used and another person was asked to codify
the interview texts. After coding, the extent of
matching and similarities were evaluated. Then the
coding process was resumed by the researcher at a
time interval and the extent of similarity was
compared with the initial coding.

28
28

21
11

Total relations

69
66

Deleted relations

49
44

Shared relations

6
2

Relation among
constructs

30
30

Total constructs

Deleted
constructs

13
12

of

Unshared
constructs
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A
B

Constructs
customer

3.2 Research Findings
By reviewing the text of the interviews, the
concepts contained in the interview are assigned
codes or labels. Then, the concepts derived from
each interview are compared with the concepts
derived from previous interviews and are classified

Table 3. The number constructs, the extracted relations
and their entering into the consensus map
Company name

3.1 Interview Questions
Initially, managers were asked to explain their
image of the company's present status in the form
of metaphor and to express how their image of the
company would change in the next two to five years.
Subsequently, they were provided with an
explanation on the Ansoff Matter, and they were
asked to explain, by considering this matrix, what
strategies each day would take on market
penetration, market development, product
development and diversity, and what they are doing.
Each of these strategies was individually asked and
they responded. We started with a strategy of
market penetration. They were then asked to take
into account the current market and product
situation and to analyze competitors, suppliers,
suppliers or customers, potential competitors and
alternative products, as well as the image of the
metaphor from competitors and customers. Then,
with the pictures they described in the interview,
the Zamzam interview process, that is, categorizing
the images, extracting the structure, expanding the
metaphor, selecting the most important image,
sensory images, reversing images and constructing
the scenario, was implemented. In the following,
they were asked about the other three strategies of
the Ansoff matrix and also asked how their image of
the status of competitors and customers changes by
adopting each of these three strategies.

according to similarities and differences. In this
process, some concepts and codes are deleted,
added and merged or renamed. An example of the
coding in Table 1 and 2 is given (Please refer to
supplementary files). After encoding structures, the
causal relationships between these structures are
also encoded. In this way, the mental model of each
interviewee is plotted. All coding and plotting of
mental models are done using the NVivo10
software. constructs extracted using this technique
are bipolar, meaning the positive side and the
negative side of a concept get the same title and are
not considered as two separate concepts. In fact, the
positive and negative aspects of a construct are two
extremes of a spectrum, and the opinion of the
interviewees is somewhere between the two. For
example, in the construct of "maintaining quality
stability in product production", managers of
company A believe that the quality of the company's
products fluctuates and should address the quality
problems that exist in product production, but the
managers of company B believed that due to strict
internal standards, the products of this company
have a good quality compared to competitors.

90
77

After analyzing the data on the two companies and
extracting the concepts and relationships, we plot a
consensus map for each company with the help of
the concepts and relationships that were presented
in one-third and one-quarter of the interviewed,
respectively. The explanations related to the
number of concepts and relationships in the
consensus map of each company are given below in
Table 3.
The consensus maps of companies A and B are
shown in figure 2 and 3, respectively. In these two
maps, the number of repetitions of each construct
in interviews with N and the number of repetitions
of each relationship between two constructs of zero
and n are shown. To avoid the compactness of the
consensus map of both companies, the
relationships mentioned in the two interviews have
not been numbered.
As shown from the consensus map of company A
(Please refer to supplementary file), the company's
managers believe that the company is a leading and
agile company in a competitive environment,
because it can monitor environmental constraints
and take advantage of the opportunities created. It

is a leading company Also due to its long history and
experience, the production of products according to
the needs of consumers in the dairy industry, the
high diversification of products, the presence in
new markets, the penetration of current markets
and the lack of challenges in providing raw
materials.
The four key mechanisms of "gaining more market
share than existing markets", "identifying and
developing new markets", "creating diversification
in products," and "introducing a new product to the
new market" which are represented in the
consensus map of both companies in a different
ways (diamond), are indicative of the four
strategies of the Ansoff Matrix. In addition, other
constructs are seen in the consensus map of both
companies, which are linked with many other
constructs and are important.
In the consensus map of company A, the constructs
of " production of products according to the needs
of consumers", "using advertising and promotion",
"innovation in the current product", and "forcing
the competitors out or reducing their share", are
significant due to having a relationship with other
constructs.
As shown in consensus map of company B (Please
refer to supplementary file), the company's
managers believe that B is a growing company and
is considered a leading company among
competitors, as they are working to improve the
company's processes and the customer's mentality
towards the company. Also, to create diversification
in their products, gaining more of market share and
participate in new markets with new products or
current products, the company is trying to have
better conditions than the past. In addition, due to
their reputation as well as having the experience in
the dairy industry, they consider their company as
a leader in this industry.
The key constructs in the consensus map of the
company are "having experience in the industry",
"the use of advertising and promotion," "consumer
loyalty to the product", "improving consumer
mentality of the brand," “product production
according to the need of consumers" and "imitation
of competitors from products and gaining market
share”.
The similarities between the mental models of the
managers of the two companies
30 constructs and 28 relations between constructs
in the consensus map of the two companies are
common, as shown in Figure 4 (Please refer to
supplementary file).
4. Conclusion
Consensus maps derived from data analysis show
managers' mental models in the process of strategic

thinking. These maps, which consist of constructs
and relations, indicate the thinking process of the
managers. In fact, the consensus map of each
company is a mental model that is shared by its
managers, or, in other words, managers use the
same model in a similar way. One of the reasons for
such close proximity to the mental models of
different people is the interaction and
communication between the managers of a
company, as well as having shared goals and vision.
A comparison between the consensus map of the
two companies revealed 30 constructs and 28
relations in the consensus maps of both companies.
Therefore, the mental models of these two
companies are similar in terms of the existing
constructs, but these two consensus maps differ in
terms of the process of thinking or the set of
relations and constructs.
The similarity in the constructs of the mental
models of the managers of the two companies can
be seen as the result of common issues facing the
managers of both companies in the industry they
are working, while the difference between them is
the result of each company's different goals,
strategies, and contexts. Among the differences
noted in the consensus map of the two companies,
there is a link between four strategies of market
penetration, product development, market
development and diversity that illustrates the
growth strategy of each company. In Figure 5 (a)
and 5 (b), respectively, the growth vector of Ansoff
is plotted for both companies A and B.

Figure 5. Ansoff’s growth vector for companies A and B.

As shown in figure 5 A, company A operates in two
ways for the development of its business. The first
way is to go to a new market and expand its
products in the new markets after gaining market
penetration and significant share. Another way that
the company uses is to first develop its products
and then launch these new products into new
markets.
When the company A offers current products to the
current market and employs a market penetration
strategy (i.e., it tries to gain more market share), to
the extent that the current market is saturated, it
can either identify and develop new markets or
innovate in the current product and create a variety
of products, which is equivalent to the product
development strategy. At this time, the company is
J. Hum. Ins.
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working on identifying and developing new
markets by taking measures such as pricing
appropriate for positioning and changing the
diversity of dairy products. By identifying new
markets, a product will be presented to the market
that matches the needs of the consumer, and by
creating product innovation, a variety of products
will be created.
When a company is developing a market, it can
consider the needs of consumers in the production
and innovate in the current product to create
diversity. Thus the company can, by following
competitors and imitating their behavior, introduce
this new product to the new market.
The company B, whose growth vector is shown in
Fig. 5 (b), goes into new markets for the
development of its business and also develops its
products in new markets.
When a product from company B penetrates into
the market and gains more market share, rivals try
to imitate these products and take part in this
market; as a result, the company begins to identify
and develop new markets. Also, if a new market is
identified, the company can develop the product
through the production of a product that is tailored
to the needs of consumers, which results in product
innovations.
Finally, in comparing the results of this study with
similar research and with reference to the study by
Hadkinson and Johnson (1994) with the hypothesis
that there is a high level of consensus among
managers of organizations in a particular industry,
they concluded that due to contextual situations
and strategic management processes, there is no
such consensus. Similarly, In this study, there was
no significant similarity between the mental models
of the managers or the strategic thinking process of
the managers of the two companies. In a study by
Malan (2010) to examine the mental models of
strategic thinkers conducted at three organizational
levels and three groups of each level, the high level
of agreement between strategic groups and among
members of each strategy group were found as the
necessary elements of a successful strategic
thinking. In this research, the mental model of the
managers of a company was similar to each other.
In another study by Ozen and Allengine (2007) to
analyze diverse strategic thoughts in a firm, they
found that cognitive mapping helps managers
create a shared framework for strategic thinking,
and managers can get acquainted with each other's
perspectives and develop their mental models,
which in this research also creates a consensus map
for managers resulting from the same framework.
Senior managers can somehow re-engineer the
consensus map of their company and the thinking
mode of managers, i.e. by asking themselves the
following questions, thinking about changing the
this map through changes in their constructs and
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relations so that managers can better recognize
opportunities and environmental threats than
before, identify key success factors, and understand
the company's position in a macro-system of
business and value-creation. These questions are:
• What structures should we remove from current
managerial thinking? What are the issues that
managers are overemphasizing and should be
decentralized?
• Which structures should be emphasized more?
Where the positive and negative aspects of the
structures and their consequences examined?
• What new structures should be created to
differentiate ourselves from competitors, or which
structures should be strengthened to remain
distinctive?
• Which new structures should be associated with
which of the previous structures?
• What should connections between structures be
emphasized and strengthened? What new
connections can be made between structures? Is
there a direct relationship between structures or
are they indirect?
• Which connections is better to be eliminated or
weakened?
It is suggested that the story of a corporate strategy
be explained through some of the steps in the ZMET
technique, as the expression of strategy in the form
of a story composed of various metaphors makes it
credible among the members of an organization,
and such a strategy adopted by the staff of an
organization will be much more successful in
implementation. For this purpose, as the work done
in this research, metaphors should be considered
for each of the key actors that include competitors,
customers, resource suppliers, key partners, etc.
These metaphors form a strategy in the context and
in interaction with each other for a strategic issue.
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